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Material: Full polyurethane coating
Power: 15W/M LED

Voltage: DC24V (23.5Vmins, 24.5Vmax)

-The product delivery length is 5M/reel maximum. Max. run length refers to single side feed in
serial connection.
-The given data are typical values due to the tolerances of the production process and the electrical
components, values for light output and electrical power can vary up to 10%.
-The given color temperature is the strip (after coating) color temperature.
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CRI: Ra90
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CCT: 2700K/3000K/3500/4000K/6000K/Red/Gree/Blue

18034 FLEX NEON
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1. The product can be cut ONCE only and complete with end cap glue, then the IP rating drops to IP67
2. Please make the cable connection out of water fo underwater installation.
3. Standard cable length is 30cm, if you need the cable longer than 30cm, please use our extension
connector with 1m or 5m cable.
4. It is IK08 rated
5. The standard product is without dimmable effect, if you need compatible dimmable solution,
please contact us separately.

VARIOUS CONNECTIONS

Side Cable Entry
The cable could be perfectly
hidden to achieve seamless
light connection.

Bottom Cable Entry
The cable could be perfectly
hidden to achieve seamless
light connection.

WIRING DIAGRAM
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-Maximum single run length depends
on the wattage of power supply and LED
Strip:
Length; 15W/M - 12M Max.
Single Run Length; The Strip is 5m/reel
at most.

5M

5M

5M

-Please contact us if >150W power supply
is needed.
-Please contact us If you need dimmable
function.

Aluminium Profile
Dimension: 1000x14.4x21.4m
m/39.37"x0.57"x0.84"(LxWxH)
Material: aluminium
Color: silver

IP68 Connector - WHT
Wire gauge: 1.0mm2/18AWG
Protection: IP68(Mated)
Mechanical operation: > 500
mating cycles
Contact: brass, gold plating
Material of housing: PA

Curved Profile
Dimension: 500x26.4x18mm/
19.68"x1.04"x0.71"(LxWxH)
Material: stainless steel Color:
silver

IP68 Extension Connector WHT
Description: IP68 Male and
Female connector with 1M
cable
Wire gauge: 1mm2/18AWG
Material of housing: PA
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THE ACCESSORIES
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Front Cable Entry
The cable could be hidden in
all directions by the flexible
design.

Mounting Clips
Dimension: 15x13.8x12.8mm/
0.59"x0.54"x0.5"(LxWxH)
Material: stainless steel
Color: silver
Each meter of LED strip needs
3 clips + 3 screws + 2 end caps

IP68 Extension Connector WHT
Description: IP68 Male and
Female connector with 5M
cable
Wire gauge: 1mm2/18AWG
Material of housing: PA

Holding Clips
Dimension: 30.6x10x22.5mm/
1.2"x0.39"x0.89"(LxWxH)
Material: silicone
Color: opal
Each meter of LED strip needs
3 clips + 6 screws

Black Round PU Cable - WHT
Wire gauge: 1mm2/18AWG
MOQ: 100M/Roll
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18034 FLEX NEON

18034 FLEX NEON

THE APPLICATION

Protected against water, dirt and corrosion and its high quality will last a lifetime.
Designed for professional outdoor lighting they are an ideal match for all high-quality applications.
Facade lighting, yacht lighting and landscape lighting.

OTHER INFORMATION
Please light it up for a quick check before installation.
Bending diameter of LEDLINE FLEX SIDE is 300mm, do not bend to top direction, or bend too sharp or twist. If bend it wrongly, PCB
inside will be damaged and the lighting fixture will not turn on.
During installation, please make sure there are at least two workers to cooperate together and strictly follow the instruction manuals.

Bend too sharp
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≥30cm
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cover failures due to abuse, misuse, improper handling, act of nature, negligence, normal wear, accidental damage, modifications or
repairs made by the purchaser or incorrect voltage conditions.

